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INTrOduCTION TO COurSE MaNuaLS
welcome to this B.Ed. Course manual. 

following the accreditation of the B.ed. by the national accreditation Board with its recognition as a world 
class teacher education curriculum, the decision was taken to support effective implementation through the 
development of course manuals. the course manuals provide tutors and lecturers with the materials necessary 
to support teaching each of the B.ed. courses. The manuals adhere directly to, and emphasise, the principles 
and standards set out in the nTs, nTecf and in the B.ed. and will help ensure operationalising the Government’s 
teacher education reform Policy.  

the manuals serve the following purposes:

• they are the key educational agreements between the training institution and the student teachers. in this 
way student teachers know what the expectations are for them and for the training they will receive.

•  they lay out the course outcomes, content, strategies and assessment, thereby providing direction to and 
consistency in training and B.ed. implementation among tutors across the country.

• they are explicit documents that provide other institutions with information on which to base transfer/
articulation decisions. 

specifically, they also:

• support coherent lesson planning and teaching which will enable student teachers to achieve the nts and 
become good teachers who ensure all pupils’ learning whilst offering tutors the flexibility for adaptation for 
local needs and contexts.

•  Provide a lesson by lesson overview of the course, building on and developing the material in the course 
specifications.

• inform tutors, student teachers and others working with student teachers about:

1. What is to be taught and why.
2. how it can be taught.
3. how it should be assessed.

• Provide opportunities for student teachers to develop and apply knowledge during supported teaching in 
school, creating a strong bond between learning in school and in the training institution.

• reflect the stage of student teacher development, set out in the model for progress across the four years of 
the B.ed. 

• can be used as self-study tools by student teachers.
• ensure that all information necessary to inform teacher training is in one place (serves as reference document).
• the manuals are the basis of the coes and university professional development sessions to ensure Principals, 

tutors, lecturers and heads of department are fully familiar with the details of: courses, outcomes, content, 
approaches, assessments and lessons.

Who are course manuals for:

• college of education tutors
• teacher education university lecturers
• student teachers
• Mentors and lead Mentors
• all those with an interested in teacher education.  
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uSINg ThIS MaNuaL 
Writers of the manuals engaged widely with colleagues in each subject area at each stage of development. 
Besides, writers envisaged themselves in varied contexts as they wrote, to suggest methodologies and strategies 
for teaching the topics which would ensure student teachers are enabled to achieve the learning outcomes. in 
view of our commitment to creativity, problem solving, collaboration and to lifelong learning, we expect that 
individual tutors will “own” their manuals and become user-developers. lessons in the manuals will be topics for 
weekly Pd meetings where tutors/lecturers will situate the lessons in the contexts of their colleges and their 
student teachers, in order to maximize the benefits. 

it is also expected that tutors will model the best pedagogic practices for student teachers. key among such 
practices is the communication of the importance of having a personal teaching philosophy. We expect that tutors 
and lecturers will explicitly communicate their personal teaching philosophies to their student teachers during the 
first meeting of every course. in preparation for this, we suggest you set out your personal teaching philosophy 
and how it will be demonstrated in your teaching using, or adapting, the sample sentence introductions below. 

My teaching philosophy is ……………………………………………………………………………………………………....

in view of this philosophy, i will facilitate this course by/through ………………………………………............................
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FOuNdaTIONS OF SOCIaL STudIES aNd TEChNICaL, 
VOCaTIONaL EduCaTION aNd TraININg

COurSE dETaILS
Course name Foundations oF social studies and technical, Vocational education and 

training

Pre-requisite Wassce/sssce

Co-requisites links to other courses being taught, support coherence in student experience and avoid 
duplication

Course Level 100 Semester 1 Course Code Credit Value

The vision for The new four-Year B.ed. CurrICuLuM

To transform initial teacher education and train highly qualified, motivated new teachers who are effective, 
engaging and fully prepared to teach the basic school curriculum and so improve the learning outcomes and 
life chances of all learners they teach as set out in the national Teachers’ standards. in doing this to instil in 
new teachers the nation’s core values of honesty, integrity, creativity and responsible citizenship and to achieve 
inclusive, equitable, high quality education for all learners.

gOaL FOr ThE SuBjECT Or LEarNINg arEa

Foundations of social studies and technical, Vocational education and training (sstVet) aspires to prepare new 
teachers who will be imbued with core values and competencies of these subject areas and who can support all 
students’ learning in a modern, technologically driven society that is inclusive.

COurSE dESCrIPTION

the essence of the course is to create awareness among student teachers by tackling the key issues of identity 
and interconnections that define individuals and their links to the community, occupations and entrepreneurial 
skills, core values and competencies that enables the individual to become a functional citizen who can contribute 
to the development of their communities and become effective teachers capable of developing these qualities 
in the pupils they teach. the course draws attention of student teachers to the need to engage all learners with a 
view to ensuring equity and inclusivity in the class with emphasis on engaging the diverse capacities of individuals 
in society. 

the course will be delivered using a variety of pedagogical approaches including group discussions, critical 
thinking, pair share, community walks, field visits, role plays and work-based learning experience and school visits. 
assessment of, for and as learning, will use methods such as quizzes, oral presentations, project works, and the 
evaluation of their recorded experiences in the journals in their portfolios. (reference from nts 1f; 1e; 1g; 2c; 
ntecF pgs. 16, 55).

kEY CONTExTuaL FaCTOrS

the Foundations of social studies and technical, Vocational education and training draws on the commonalities in 
the focus of the two courses. these subjects were previously taught as separate courses as if they were unrelated. 
the key enablers of this strand are that there exist opportunities for apprenticeship in the communities and the 
chance to develop a new understanding of the social dimensions of the skills acquired. sstVet positions social 
studies and tVet as related areas of study within the context of the growing multicultural setting, and the 
importance of TveT in the socio-economic development of Ghana. furthermore, the strand clarifies the value 
systems needed to improve on the development of employability skills and the right attitudes to work that a 
functional and good citizen must possess.
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COrE aNd TraNSFEraBLE SkILLS aNd CrOSS CuTTINg ISSuES,  
INCLudINg EquITY aNd INCLuSION

Core and transferable skills: Problem-solving skills (clo 1, 2, 3, 4), personal motivation (clo 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) civic 
literacy, team-work/ collaborative skills, analytical skills, critical thinking, creative and innovative skills, inquiry 
(clo 1-5).

Cross-cutting issues: gender, equity and inclusivity, professional attitudes and values, assessment strategies, 
action research, reflective thinking.
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Course Learning Outcomes Learning Indicators
On successful completion of the course, student teachers will be able to:

•      By the end of the course, students teachers 
will be able to:

•      clo 1. demonstrate basic knowledge of 
the uniqueness and interrelatedness of the 
broad spectrum of tVet domains, and social 
studies and their contributions to national 
development (nts 2c; ntecF pg. 55).

• present powerpoint and charts on the uniqueness/
interrelatedness of the four broad domains of tVet 
and social studies.

• role-play to demonstrate the interrelatedness of 
tVet and social studies.

• explain the ways in which the different TveT domains 
contribute to national development.

•      clo 2. demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding  of misconceptions and 
stereotyping of tVet and social studies and 
how to address them nts 2g; 3m; ntecF pg. 
55).

• discuss the contributions, misconceptions and 
stereotyping of tVet and social studies in education 
through gallery and community walk sessions. 

• use internet resources (open educational resources-
oer) to present a written report on how to resolve. 
Misconceptions, biases and stereotyping about tVet 
and social studies.

• clo 3. use their knowledge and understanding 
of identity to show linkages that constitute the 
interconnectedness in communities (nts 1f; 
2c).

• explain the concept of self-identity and the family 
structures in communities.

• create a mind map of the connections that lead to 
how communities develop.

• clo 4. apply their knowledge and 
understanding of core values and core 
competencies in 21st century learning to 
construct new ideas and thoughts that enables 
the individual to become a functional citizen 
who can contribute to the development of 
their communities. (1d; 1e; 2c).

• explain and identify the similarities and differences 
between core values and core competencies of 21st 
century learning.

• list some core values and explain their significance.
• develop different scenarios showing how 

core competencies help in decision-making 
and contribution to the development of their 
communities.

• clo 5. use the ideas from their understanding, 
knowledge and application of the course 
in teaching and learning to record their 
experiences into the student reflective 
journals (srj) nTs 3h, nTecf pg. 45.

• present a write up of reflections from the course in 
journals.

• share reflections on the application of the course in 
teaching and learning during school visits recorded in 
srj with colleagues.
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1. Course Content
weeks Topics Sub-topic (if any) Teaching and learning activity to achieve 

the learning outcomes

Preliminary Preparations for 
use of course 
manual and 
Pre–Learning 
interactions

• personal information 
(teacher/learner).

• course expectations.
• familiarization with the 

course Manual.

• self-introduction (Tutors/lecturers and 
student-teachers).

• Breaking the ice using the premack 
principle (e.g., lecturer narrates his/her 
teaching life experiences after which 
students are given the opportunity to 
share their life experiences and their 
motivation for choosing to become 
teachers).

• discussion on the course and what 
student-teachers are expected to learn 
after going through the course as well as 
description of the course manual.

• readings on e.g., connecting public 
schools to community development by 
connie chung (https://www.bostonfed.
org/-/media/documents/cb/PdF/Public.
pdf) before the second week’s lesson.

1 Identity, self-
awareness, families 
and development 
of communities  
(2 weeks).

• understanding oneself 
(Who am i? - birth and 
growing up).

• family systems (parents; 
nuclear and extended 
family systems).

• links to the community 
(individual, social groups 
the school, religious 
groups and others).

• Thought shower to enable student-
teachers to discuss how discrimination 
and stigmatization can be reduced among 
learners of diverse cultural  backgrounds.

• concept mapping using graphic diagrams 
(e.g., depicting the family tree and 
types of family and demonstrate the 
connections between concepts and ideas, 
e.g., father, mother, children, members 
that make up the nuclear and extended 
families).

• small group discussion to enable student-
teachers to discuss the linkages between 
individuals, social and religious groups 
within the school setting.

2 TVET domains 
(their 
distinctiveness/
interrelatedness 
and misconceptions 
in TVET) and 
interconnectedness 
with Social Studies
(5 weeks).

Introduction to the 4 main 
domains of TVET:
Technical:
• wood Technology
• metal Technology
• automotive Technology
• construction Technology 
• electronics Technology
• electrical Technology

Visual arts:
• picture making
• ceramics
• sculpture
• Textiles
• Graphic design
• jewellery
• leatherwork
• Bamboo and rattan

• use simulations and pre-video recordings 
from sources such as YouTube, Khan 
academy, coursera, udemy, Moocs 
to demonstrate and discuss the 
distinctiveness and inter-relatedness of 
tVet domains.

     For example, the tutor can create a 
Massive open online course (Mooc) 
or schoology platforms to enable 
student teachers to make a network of 
connectivity with other professionals 
in these areas and tap the necessary 
expertise from them.

• use think pair share to help students 
to demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of the interconnectedness 
between tVet and social studies.
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weeks Topics Sub-topic (if any) Teaching and learning activity to 
achieve the learning outcomes

home Economics:
• food and nutrition (catering 

and hospitality).
• clothing and Textiles 

(Fashion/sewing).
• management in living.

agriculture:
• crop husbandry.
• animal husbandry.
• horticulture and landscape 

design.
• agriculture mechanization.
• agribusiness.
• fish farming.
• forestry.

• misconceptions of TveT/social 
studies and how to address 
them.

• females for home economics.
• males for technical and 

agriculture programmes.
• TveT is perceived as a domain 

for non-academics.
• little or no academic 

progression for tVet 
graduates.

• TveT is for the poor and less 
privileged.

• TveT is perceived as a dirty 
vocation.

• TveT is expensive, etc.
• TveT and social studies are 

unrelated.

3 Core values, 
competencies and skills 
development
(2 weeks).

• what are core values.
• what are core competencies 

of 21st century learning?
• how core values and 

competencies help in 
shaping attitudes, choices 
and responses of individuals 
in enhancing community 
action and development.

• entrepreneurship and 
employability skills.

•     value clarification approach to 
enable student-teachers to suggest 
ways to apply core values and 
competencies of 21st century 
learning.

•     community walk to enable students 
to identify occupations and 
entrepreneurship opportunities in 
the community.
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weeks Topics Sub-topic (if any) Teaching and learning activity to 
achieve the learning outcomes

4 TVET and Community 
development
(2 weeks)

contribution of tVet 
to national/community 
development:

Social:
• Poverty alleviation.
• crime reduction.
• social cohesion.
• improved health of the 

citizenry.
• facilitates the inclusion of 

the marginalised and the 
disadvantaged.

Economic:
• employment generation (self/

wage).
• Growth of Gross domestic.
• product (Gdp).
• profitability and productivity.
• facilitates sustainable and 

prevents environmental 
degradation.

• food security.

Technology:
• innovation in skills.
• facilitates industrialization.

• use community walks to identify the 
different careers and the interplay 
of the various tVet domains and the 
interconnectedness with the society. 

• use educational visits to industry 
(automotive workshops, metal/
welding/wood workshops, 
construction sites, electrical/
electronic workshops, studios, 
exhibitions, art galleries, museums, 
craft workshops, restaurants, farms, 
etc.) to observe, interact, take 
pictures (still/motion) and write 
reports on how gender and inclusivity 
manifest in the world of work in tVet

• use Group work to assist student 
teachers report on their educational 
visit to industry to discuss the 
contributions of tVet to national 
development

• use oral presentation of student 
teachers to discuss career 
progression/career prospects in 
tVet.

• produce a pictorial portfolio to 
illustrate the role of tVet in the local 
community.

5 Building learning 
portfolios
(1 week)

• writing reflections in student 
reflective journals (srj) 
from school visits (applying 
techniques of the teaching 
about the domains of 
tVet and how to use core 
values and 21st century 
competencies in developing 
attitudes and making 
informed decisions.

• Know-want to know and learnt 
(kWl). initiate discussion with 
student teachers about how to write 
in srjs what they already know 
(e.g. what is srj, about the family 
as a social unit, and types of family), 
what they want to learn, and after 
the lesson indicate what they have 
learnt).

• whole class discussion; student-
teachers in whole class discussion 
share experiences from the school 
visits concerning the application of 
the outcomes of the course. 
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2. Teaching and Learning Strategies

Component 1:  Examination
assessment Type: assessment of Learning
category of assessment: Written end of semester examination - Maximum duration: 3 hours

students teachers are assessed by summative examination on:
• The ways in which the different TveT domains contribute to community and national development. 
• the concept of identity and the family structures in communities
• The ways in which the different TveT domains contribute to national development
• The similarities and differences between core values and core competencies of 21st century learning.

Learning Outcomes assessed: CLO 1; CLO 3; CLO 4; 
nts
1a) critically and collectively reflects to improve teaching and learning
1g) sees his or her role as a potential agent of change in the school, community and country.
2c) has secure content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge for the school 
and grade they teach in.
2e) understands how children develop and learn in diverse contexts and applies this in his or her teaching.
weighting (40%)

Component 2: Continuous assessment 1
assessment Type: assessment for and as Learning
category of assessment:
student teachers assessed through class assignment with oral Presentation on the following:
develop and present, 20 minute presentation, a power point with a maximum of 10 slides, with charts on the 
uniqueness/interrelatedness of the four broad domains of tVet and its interconnectedness with social studies
Learning Outcomes assessed:  CLO 1; CLO 2; CLO 4;
nts 1
e) engages positively with colleagues, learners, parents, school Management committees, Parent-teacher 
associations and wider public as part of a community of practice.
f)  develops a positive teacher identity and acts as a good role model for students
g)  sees his or her  role as a potential agent of change in the school, community and country.
nts 2
b) has comprehensive knowledge of the official school curriculum, including
learning outcomes.
c) has secure content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and pedagogical content
knowledge for the school and grade they teach in.
weighting (40%)

Component 3: Coursework 2
Student teachers assessed through Project work on: 
the core values and core competencies of 21st century learning and how they can be applies in the teaching 
of the tVet domains.enquiry acticities such as observation during school and other visits will be an important 
source of evidence. 
Learning Outcomes assessed: CLO 5; 
nts 1: 
a) critically and collectively reflects to improve teaching and learning.
b)  improves their personal and professional development through lifelong learning and continuous Professional 
development.
c)  demonstrates effective growing leadership qualities in the classroom and wider school; 
nts 2:
c) Professional knowledge: has secure content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and pedagogical content 
knowledge for the school and grade they teach in.; 
nts 3
b) carries out small scale action research to improve practice.
weighting (20%)
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3. required reading and reference List

•    Tamakloe, e. K., amedahe, f. K., 
& atta, e. t. (2005). Principles and 
methods of teaching (2nd ed.). accra: 
Black mask.

•    upham, a. a. (2018). an introduction 
to agriculture. new delhi: Forgotten 
Books limited. (reprint).

•    anderson, m. l. & Taylor, h. f. 
(2004). sociology (3rded.). Belmont: 
Wadsworth.

•   awedoba, a. K. (2005). Culture and 
development in Africa. accra: historical 
society of ghana.

•    stage, s. &vincenti, v. B. (2018). 
rethinking home economics: 
Women and the history of a 
Profession cornell university 
Press.

•   T-Tel Teaching and learning 
material. theme 5: Professional 
development guide for tutors.

•    america institute for 
research (2016). integrating 
employability skills: a 
framework for all educators. 
Washington dc: air (available 
online).

•    poatob, s. (2017). 
entrepreneurship: a guide for 
beginners (2nd ed.). accra: 
Baggie Technologies.

chinien, c. (2003). the 
use of icts in technical 
and Vocational education 
and training: analytical 
survey. Moscow: unesco 
institute for information 
technologies in education.

4. Teaching and Learning resources

instructional resources required to support learning during the course e.g.: tlMs, lab and workshop equipment, 
videos, projectors.

5. Teaching and Learning strategies

Thought shower, whole class discussion, concept mapping, independent learning, value clarification, community 
walks, team teaching, Mooc, schoology, simulation, role play, etc.

CPd Need: see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social studies and 
technical, Vocational education and training.
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LESSON 1

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson understanding oneself and family systems Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

this lesson focuses on the concept of self, self-identity, and links to the family systems 
in the community. it is also intended to provide opportunity for student teachers to 
become conscious of the new learning environment they find themselves and adjust to its 
demands.  

Previous 
student teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teacher are:
•    familiar with self-concept and the family systems.
•    They are conscious of their abilities and aspirations.

Possible barriers 
to learning in the 
lesson

• The possibility of some student teachers enrolling on the course as a last resort and 
not a matter of choice due to lack of proper career guidance.

• The extent of tutors’ appreciation of how to support the students to make the 
transition and connect themselves to the new learning environment and purpose. 

Lesson delivery - 
chosen to support 
student teachers 
in achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-

face

 √  

Practical 

activity

work-Based 

Learning

Seminars

 √

Independent 

Study

 √

E-learning 

opportunities

 √  

Practicum

Lesson delivery 
– main mode of 
delivery chosen 
to support 
student teachers 
in achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

• use thought shower to enable student teachers to describe and explain who they are, 
places of birth and conditions and circumstances that have influenced their current 
state.

• use think, pair and share to enable students to discuss their plans and aspirations. 
• use concept mapping to describe the links and connections between individual, and 

the family as a system and family systems.
• use group discussion to get student teachers discuss their strengths and aspirations 

and use the information to connect to their new learning environment.

• Purpose for the 
lesson, what 
you want the 
students to 
achieve, serves 
as basis for 
the learning 
outcomes. 
an expanded 
version of the 
description.

• write in full 
aspects of the 
NTS addressed 

the purpose of this lesson is to introduce student teachers to the concept of self, self-
identity, and links to the family systems in the community. the course is also intended 
to provide opportunity for student teachers to become conscious of the new learning 
environment they find themselves in and adjust to its demands. 
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• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification 

•   Learning 
indicators for each 
learning outcome  

Learning Outcomes: By 
the end of the lesson, 
the student teacher 
will be able to:

Learning Indicators Identify which cross 
cutting issues – core 
and transferable skills, 
equity and addressing 
diversity. how will these 
be addressed.

•    demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the concept of self-
identity.

•   demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the links between 
self-identity and the 
family as a system, 
and of family systems.

•    apply their 
understanding of 
their strengths 
and aspirations to 
describe how they will 
connect to their new 
learning environment.

• explain the concept of 
self-identity and the family 
structures in the communities. 

• create a mind map of the 
connections that lead to how 
communities develop.

• use their knowledge and 
understanding of their 
strengths and aspirations as 
teachers to be to describe 
how they will connect to their 
new learning environment.

crosscutting issues to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• gender.

• socio-cultural and 
economic differences.

• issues of sen (special 
education needs).

• assessment strategies. 

• action research.

transferable skills to 
addressed in the lesson:

• Problem-solving skills.

• Personal motivation.

• team-work/
collaborative skills.

• analytical skills.

• critical thinking 
creative and innovative 
skills inquiry.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and Learning activity to achieve learning outcomes depending on the delivery mode selected. 
Teacher led, collaborative group work or independent.

Preparations for 
use of course 
manual and 
Pre–Learning 
interactions

understanding 
oneself and 
Family systems

self-introduction 1 hour
30 minutes

• through face-to-face 
interaction, tutor/
lecturer and student-
teachers introduce 
themselves.

• student-teachers do 
self-introduction (tutor/
lecturers and student-
teachers).

Breaking the 
ground - the 
Premack Principle 
(what they liked 
or didn’t like 
about tVet/social 
studies at the pre-
tertiary level).

2 hour
30 minutes

• through whole class 
discussion, lecturer 
guides student 
teachers to share their 
experiences in relation 
to what they liked or 
did not like learning 
about TveT (e.g., BdT)/
social studies in their 
schools, as well as their 
motivation for choosing 
teaching as a profession.  

• student-teachers share 
their experiences on 
why they liked or did 
not like tVet related 
subjects and social 
studies while in jhs/
shs as well as their 
motivation for choosing 
to become teachers.

introduction to 
the tVet/social 
studies course 
manual.

3 hour
i5 minutes

• tutor/lecturer initiates 
discussion on the tVet/
social studies course 
manual including the 
manual’s expectations.

• student-teachers in 
groups discuss the 
manual and what they 
are expected to learn 
after studying the 
course.

(1) understanding 
oneself

4 hour
30 minutes

• tutor facilitates using 
thought shower to 
enable student teachers 
to describe and explain 
who they are, places of 
birth and conditions and 
circumstances that have 
influenced their current 
state.

• student teachers 
use thought shower 
to describe and 
explain who they are, 
their places of birth 
and conditions and 
circumstances that have 
influenced their current 
state.

(2) Family systems 5 hour
45 minutes

• tutor guides a discussion 
on the links between the 
individual as a member 
of a family and the 
various components of 
the family as a system 
and family systems. 

• tutor guides student 
teachers to develop a 
concept map on power 
point slides to show 
linkages between 
individual, the family 
as a system and family 
systems.

Student teachers
• engage in discussions in 

groups on the individual, 
family as a system and 
family systems, and 

• develop concept map 
working in groups to 
describe the links and 
connections between 
individual, the family 
as a system and family 
systems.

• share their respective 
group work with the rest 
of the class.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

3) knowledge of 
self, aspirations and 
connection to new 
learning environment.

6 hour
30 minutes

• tutor asks student 
teachers to pair 
up and share 
their individual 
aspirations with 
their partners.

• use think, pair and 
share to enable 
students to discuss 
their plans and 
aspirations and use the 
information to connect 
to their new learning 
environment.

• student teachers 
take turns to share 
what their respective 
partners shared with 
them.

Lesson assessments – 
evaluation of learning: 
of, for and as learning 
within the lesson 
(linked to course lesson 
learning outcome)

In Lesson assessment
student teachers assessed through class assignment with oral Presentation on
the following:
• present powerpoint showing a concept mapping of the links between the 

individual, the family as a system and family systems and do a presentation of 
the work to explain the links.

• present a written paper on their aspirations and how they intend to adjust to 
their new learning environment.

Teaching and learning 
resources 

• audio-visual equipment and video clips on interpersonal relationships and 
community layouts.

• pictures and posters of components of the community, community and school 
layouts and interpersonal relationships.

• Brailler, scanner and embosser sign language (resource person). internet 
facility, laptop computer/Pcs.

required Text (core) • Tamakloe, e. K., amedahe, f. K., & atta, e. T. (2005). principles and methods of 
teaching (2nd ed.). accra: Black mask.

• upham, a. a. (2018). an introduction to agriculture. new delhi: forgotten Books 
limited. (reprint).

additional reading List • anderson, m. l. & Taylor, h. f. (2004). sociology (3rded.). Belmont: wadsworth.
• awedoba, a. k. (2005). culture and development in africa. accra: historical 

society of ghana.
• Banks, j. a. (1990). Teaching strategies for the social studies: inquiry, valuing and 

decision-making. new York: longman.

CPd Needs • cpd need: see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on 
Foundations of social studies and technical, Vocational education and training.
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LESSON 2

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson Links and connections between the individual, family, school 
and community

Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

this lesson focuses on the links between the individual, families, school, other social groups 
and development of communities. it also focuses on the impact family, school and community 
have on individual’s development and learning, and how teachers can collaborate with one 
another in order work together with the family and community to advance education of the 
children they would teach in basic schools.   

Previous 
student 
teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teacher are:
• Familiar with the role family, school and community play in their education.
• conscious of the need to be successful.

Possible 
barriers to 
learning in the 
lesson

• peer influence (please expand).
• socio-cultural influence (expand).

Lesson delivery 
- chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-

face

 √  

Practical 

activity

 √  

work-Based 

Learning

Seminars

 √

Independent 

Study

 √

E-learning 

opportunities

 √  

Practicum

Lesson delivery 
– main mode of 
delivery chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

• use concept Mapping to enable student teachers to describe and explain the links and 
connections between the individual, families, social groups and their communities.

• use audio-visual (video clip) to enable student teachers to discuss how some individuals 
have contributed to the development of their families and communities.

• use cooperative learning techniques (learning together Model) to enable student 
teachers to discuss, in groups, how families, other social groups and communities shape 
individual’s development and learning.

• use thought shower to enable student teachers to describe and explain how children’s 
families and communities will be important to their work as teachers.
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•  Purpose for the 
lesson, what you 
want the students 
to achieve, 
serves as basis 
for the learning 
outcomes. an 
expanded version 
of the description.

•  write in full 
aspects of the NTS 
addressed 

the purpose of this lesson is to introduce student teachers to the links and connections 
between the individual, family, social groups and communities. it is also intended to 
provide opportunities for student teachers to become conscious of the relationship 
between families and communities, on one hand and an individual’s development and 
learning.

• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification 

•   Learning 
indicators for 
each learning 
outcome 

Learning Outcomes: By 
the end of the lesson, 
the student teacher will 
be able to:

Learning Indicators Identify which cross 
cutting issues – core 
and transferable skills, 
equity and addressing 
diversity and how these 
will be addressed.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of the 
links and connections 
between individuals, 
families, schools, other 
social groups and their 
communities.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding 
of individuals’ 
contribution to the 
development of 
families, the school 
and community.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of the 
importance of families 
and communities 
to an individual’s 
development and 
learning.

• apply their knowledge 
and understanding 
gained to demonstrate 
how they will work 
with one another in 
the school setting, 
families, and 
community to support 
children’s learning. 

• create concept map to 
explain the links and 
connections between the 
individual, family, school, 
other social groups and 
communities.

• explain how the individual 
can contribute to the 
development of their 
families, schools and 
communities.

• describe how the family 
and community can shape/
support individual’s 
development and learning.

• use their knowledge and 
understanding of the links 
and connections between 
individual, school, family 
and community to describe 
how they will connect with 
families and communities in 
their work as teachers.

crosscutting issues to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• gender, equity and 
inclusivity.

• socio-cultural and 
economic differences

• issues of sen (special 
education needs).

transferable skills to 
addressed in the lesson:

• team-work/
collaboration.

• ict.
• Professional attitudes 

and values.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study.

Links and 
connections 
between the 
individual, 
family and 
community

lesson 
introduction

1 hour
15 minutes

• tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ revision of 
previous lesson on 
Understanding oneself 
and family systems.

• tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ transition to 
the new lesson with the 
use of know-Want to 
know and learnt (kWl).

• tutor directs student 
teachers to fill the first 
two columns of kWl 
form.

• tutor calls on them 
to share ideas on the 
completed forms.

• nB: The l column, which 
is what they actually 
learned from the lesson 
can be filled after the 
lesson.

• student teachers use 
thought shower to 
revise their knowledge 
and understanding 
gained from 
Understanding oneself 
and family systems.

• student teachers fill first 
two columns of know-
want to know and learnt 
(kWl) form and share 
to class with respect to 
what they already know 
about the topic and what 
they want to learn from 
the lesson. 

linkages between 
individuals, 
school, family and 
community.

2 hour
45 minutes

• tutor asks student 
teachers to form small 
groups (five or six 
members each) and 
tasks them to describe 
and explain links and 
connections between 
the individual, school, 
family, other social 
groups and community 
with the aid of concept 
map.

• nB: consider mixed 
ability, gender and 
sen in the grouping of 
students. this implies 
that girls or boys should 
not be put in single-
sex groups, or “high 
achievers” should not 
be put in one group and 
“low achievers” should 
not also be put in the 
same group but should 
be mixed. similarly, 
learners with special 
education needs should 
be mixed with those 
without such needs.

Working in small groups, 
student teachers use 
concept Mapping to 
describe and explain the 
links and connections 
between individuals, 
schools, families, other 
social groups and their 
communities and make 
presentation of their work 
to class for comments and 
suggestions.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

individuals 
contribution 
to family and 
community 
development.

3 hour
50 minutes

• tutor shows a short video 
clip on contributions 
individuals can make to 
the development of the 
communities and families.  
(nB: advance preparation 
and testing of equipment 
required. again, consider 
issues of sen).

• tutor uses questions to 
facilitate whole-class 
discussion of issues in 
the video clip and how 
education can make 
individual more functional 
to their communities and 
families.

• student teachers watch 
audio-visual (video clip) on 
contribution of individuals 
to development of their 
families and communities 
and take notes of their 
observations.

• student teachers share 
their thoughts on issues 
in the video clip and ask 
questions for clarification.

• student teachers discuss 
how education can make 
individuals functional to 
their communities and 
families.

impact of family 
and community 
on individual 
development and 
learning.

4 hour
35 minutes

• tutor facilitates group 
discussion on impact/
contributions of families, 
the school, other social 
groups and community on 
individual’s development 
and learning.

• student teachers discuss 
in groups, how families, 
the school, other social 
groups and communities 
shape individual’s 
development and learning.

• groups share their work 
with class.

importance of 
Family, the school 
and community 
to the work of 
teachers.

5 hour
35 minutes

• tutor facilitates using 
thought shower to enable 
student teachers to 
describe and explain how 
children’s families, schools 
and communities are 
important to their work as 
teachers.

• tutor facilitates 
discussion on how student 
teachers can apply 
their knowledge and 
understanding gained on 
the links and connections 
between the individual, 
school, family and 
community in their work 
with families, school and 
community to support 
children’s learning.

• nB: Tutor reminds 
students to complete the 
l part of the know-Want 
to know-learnt (kWl).

• student teachers use 
thought shower to 
describe and explain the 
importance of children’s 
families, schools and 
communities to the work 
of teachers.

• student teachers 
demonstrate how they 
can apply their knowledge 
and understanding 
gained on the links and 
connections between the 
individual, school, family 
and community in their 
work with families, school 
and community to support 
children’s learning.

• nB: student teacher fills l 
part of the kWl form.
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Lesson assessments 
- evaluation of 
learning: of, for and 
as learning within 
the lesson

In Lesson assessment: assessment for and as Learning
• observation of student teachers’ participation in discussion on how families, schools 

and community can shape and support an individual’s development and learning.
• in groups, student teachers create concept map to explain the links and connections 

between the individual, family, schools, social groups and community.
• Group presentation demonstrating how student teachers will use their knowledge 

and understanding of the links and connections between individual, family and 
community to connect with families and communities in their teaching work.

learning outcomes assessed: clo 4; clo 3; clo 5; nts Page 12 (a, b, c & f); page 14 (k)

Teaching and 
Learning  resources 

• audio-visual equipment and video clips on interpersonal relationships and 
community layouts.

• pictures and posters of components of the community, community and school  
lay-outs and interpersonal relationships.

• Brailler, scanner and embosser, sign language (resource person).
• internet facility, laptop computer/pcs.

required Text (core) • anderson, m. l. & Taylor, h. f. (2004). sociology (3rded.). Belmont: wadsworth.
• awedoba, a. K. (2005). culture and development in africa. accra: historical society 

of ghana.

additional reading 
List

•   Tamakloe, e. K., amedahe, f. K., & atta, e. T. (2005). principles and methods of 
teaching (2nd ed.). accra: Black mask.

•   upham, a. a. (2018). an introduction to agriculture. new delhi: forgotten Books 
limited. (reprint).

CPd Needs • see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social 
studies and technical, Vocational education and training.
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LESSON 3

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson Interrelatedness of Technical Skills and Social Studies Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

technical skills and social studies are related areas of study within the context of the growing 
multicultural setting of ghana. the domains are important because individuals learning these 
subjects can acquire skills which are relevant to the socio-economic development of ghana. 
the lesson presents opportunities for the student teachers to explore the interrelatedness 
of social studies and technical skills and implications for teaching the basic school curriculum 
team teaching is recommended for this lesson because of the integration of technical skills 
and social studies.

Previous 
student 
teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teacher are:
• Familiar with the role the various technical skills play in community development.
• they are also aware of the role of technical skills in infrastructural development of the 

community.

Possible 
barriers to 
learning in the 
lesson

• Gender issues in the choice of careers in Technical skills: Technical skills is a male dominated 
occupation. 

• Tutors of social studies and TveT may not easily appreciate the need to work together.
• TveT is not considered a subject or vocation for sen students.

Lesson delivery 
- chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-

face

 √  

Practical 

activity

 √  

work-Based 

Learning

Seminars

 √

Independent 

Study

 √

E-learning 

opportunities

 √  

Practicum

Lesson delivery 
– main mode of 
delivery chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

•   use of interactive lectures for presentation on introduction to Technical skills.
•    use of recordings of videos from sources such as YouTube, Khan academy, coursera, udemy, 

Moocs to enable student teachers to demonstrate and discuss the distinctiveness and 
inter-relatedness of technical skills to social studies and its implications for teaching the 
basic school curriculum, use think pair share to help students to demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding of the interconnectedness between technical skills and social studies.

•  organise student teachers in groups to discuss the strengths of Technical skills being 
vocation for sen students, and make presentations in a seminar.
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• Purpose for the 
lesson, what you 
want the students 
to achieve, 
serves as basis 
for the learning 
outcomes. 
an expanded 
version of the 
description.

• write in full 
aspects of the 
NTS addressed 

the purpose of this lesson is to predispose student teachers to the concept of 
distinctiveness/interrelatedness of technical skills and social studies as a subject in the 
school curriculum.  

• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification

• Learning 
indicators for 
each learning 
outcome  

Learning Outcomes
By the end of the 
lesson, the student 
teacher will be able 
to:

Learning Indicators Identify which cross 
cutting issues – core 
and transferable skills, 
equity and addressing 
diversity. how will these 
be addressed.

•   demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the branches and 
importance of 
technical skills.

•   demonstrate basic 
knowledge of the 
uniqueness and 
interrelatedness of 
technical skills and 
social studies.

•   demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the strengths of the 
interrelatedness 
between technical 
skills, and social 
studies as sources 
of vocation for all 
including students, 
teachers with 
sen and their 
implications for 
teaching the basic 
school curriculum.

• explain the branches and 
importance of technical 
skills namely: Woodwork, 
automotive, construction, 
Metal, electronics and 
electricity.

• explain the distinctiveness and 
inter-relatedness of technical 
skills and social studies and 
their implications for teaching 
the basic school curriculum

•  use role-play to demonstrate 
the interrelatedness of 
technical skills and social 
studies.

• discuss the ways in which 
technical skills as subject areas 
have contributed to national 
development.

• describe the strengths of 
technical skills, and social 
studies as vocation for all, 
including sen student teachers 
and their implications for 
teaching the basic school 
curriculum.

crosscutting issues to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• gender, equity and 
inclusivity.

• issues of sen (special 
education needs).

• leadership skills.
• ict skills.
• team work skills.
• collaborative skills.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study.

interrelatedness 
of technical 
skills and social 
studies

introduction 
1 hour
10 minutes

•   Tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ revision of the 
relevance of previous lesson 
on interrelatedness of 
technical skills and social 
studies.

•   students discuss the 
interrelatedness between 
technical skills and social 
studies as an integrated 
subject and write short 
answers to the questions.

Branches of 
technical 
skills and their 
importance

2 hour
60 minutes

•   Tutor use interactive 
lectures to engage students 
concerning the branches 
of technical skills and their 
importance. 

•   Tutor to record pre- 
video scenarios on the 
distinctiveness and inter-
relatedness of technical 
skills and social studies 
from the internet e.g., the 
link between social studies 
and agriculture https://
www.youtube.com/channel 
uc1vxs1suxjhZpuswg 
tiwbea for the student 
teachers and organise them 
in groups to discuss the 
video.

•   student teachers 
participate in the 
lectures, contribute to 
the discussions and write 
down important points.

•   social studies and 
agriculture.

•   student teachers to 
critically observe the 
video and engage in 
group discussion on the 
distinctiveness and inter-
relatedness of technical 
skills and social studies 
as shown in the video. 
student teachers share 
the respective group 
work with the rest of the 
class.

3 hour
50 minutes

•   Tutor using think pair 
share to help students to 
demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding of the 
interconnectedness between 
agriculture, home economics 
and social studies and their 
implications for teaching the 
early grade, upper primary 
and the jhs curriculum.

•   student teachers use 
think pair share to explain 
the interconnectedness 
between technical skills 
and social studies and 
how that can be taught 
in the basic school 
curriculum.

4 hour
60 minutes

•   Tutor shows short video 
on scenes of stereotypes/
misconceptions (e.g. female 
mechanic or carpenter 
working, or e.g., video 
of a visually impaired car 
mechanic).

•   Tutor facilitates group 
discussion on the strengths 
of technical skills being a 
vocation for all including, 
sen student teachers 
and their implications for 
teaching the basic school 
curriculum.

•   nB: Tutors may adapt the 
lesson to suit their own 
circumstances.

•   student teachers 
watch the video on 
scenes of stereotypes/
misconceptions and 
discuss what they have 
observed.

•   in groups, student 
teachers discuss the 
strengths of technical 
skills being a vocation for 
all, including sen student 
teachers and share their 
findings with the class 
and their implications for 
teaching the basic school 
curriculum.
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Lesson 
assessments - 
evaluation of 
learning: of, for 
and as learning 
within the 
lesson

In lesson assessment:
assessment type: assessment for and as learning
Category of assessment:
• student teachers make group presentation on the strengths of Technical skills being a 

vocation for all, including sen student teachers.
Learning Outcomes assessed:  clo 1 nts Page 14 (b). 
• Group presentation on strengths of the various subjects within Technical skills as 

vocations for all, including sen student teachers clo 1 nts Page 14 (b).

Teaching 
and Learning  
resources

internet facility, laptop computer/Pcs.

required Text 
(core)

•    Tamakloe, e. K., amedahe, f. K., & atta, e. T. (2005). principles and methods of teaching 
(2nd ed.). accra: Black mask.

additional 
reading List

• anderson, m. l. & Taylor, h. f. (2004). sociology (3rded.). Belmont: wadsworth.

CPd Needs • see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social studies 
and technical, Vocational education and training. 
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LESSON 4

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson Interrelatedness of Visual arts and Social Studies  Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

Visual arts and social studies are related areas of study within the context of the growing 
multicultural setting of ghana. Visual arts is important because the individuals learning this 
subject can acquire skills which are relevant to the socio-economic development of the country. 
the lesson presents opportunity for the student teachers to explore the interrelatedness of 
social studies and visual arts and implications for teaching the basic school curriculum.

team teaching is recommended for this lesson because of the integration of the two subjects.

Previous 
student 
teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teacher are:
• Familiar with tVet domains within their communities.
• they are conscious of the Visual artefacts.

Possible 
barriers to 
learning in the 
lesson

• many people find visual art difficult.
• society looks down on the visual arts.

Lesson delivery 
- chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-

face

 √  

Practical 

activity

work-Based 

Learning

Seminars

 √

Independent 

Study

 √

E-learning 

opportunities

 √  

Practicum

Lesson delivery 
– main mode of 
delivery chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

use community walk session to:
• identify the various areas of Visual arts and their importance in the community.
• discuss the distinctiveness and inter-relatedness of Visual arts areas as well as their 

connection with social studies.
• identify the career opportunities provided within Visual arts and their relevance for 

community development.
• think, pair and share observations to enable student teachers to discuss their plans, 

preferences and aspirations within the Visual arts domains. 
• enable student teachers to record pictorially relevant activities in the community into 

their reflective journals.
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• purpose for the 
lesson, what you 
want the students 
to achieve, serves as 
basis for the learning 
outcomes. an 
expanded version of 
the description.

• write in full aspects 
of the nts addressed 

• the purpose of this lesson is to introduce student teachers to Visual arts as 
a tVet domain (their distinctiveness/interrelatedness. it is also intended to 
provide opportunity for student teachers to become conscious of their strengths, 
preferences and opportunities within the Visual arts domains and make informed 
choices that will facilitate their adjustment to their new learning environment 
and its demands and the implications of these for teaching the basic school 
curriculum.  

• Learning outcome 
for the lesson, 
picked and 
developed from the 
course specification 

• Learning indicators 
for each learning 
outcome  

Learning Outcomes: By 
the end of the lesson, the 
student teacher will be 
able to:

Learning Indicators Identify which cross 
cutting issues – core 
and transferable skills, 
equity and addressing 
diversity. how will these 
be addressed.

•   demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding of 
the various areas of 
Visual arts and their 
importance in the 
community.

•   demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding 
of the distinctiveness 
and interrelatedness 
of Visual arts domains 
as well as the links 
between Visual arts and 
social studies and their 
implications for teaching 
the basic school 
curriculum.

•   demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding of 
the career opportunities 
within the Visual arts 
and their relevance 
for community 
development.

•   demonstrate 
understanding of 
personal preferences 
and aspirations within 
the Visual arts domains. 

• list the various areas 
of the Visual arts and 
discuss their importance 
in the community.

• explain the 
distinctiveness and 
interrelatedness within 
the Visual arts domains 
as well as the links 
between Visual arts and 
social studies and their 
implications for teaching 
the basic school 
curriculum.

• identify and discuss the 
career opportunities 
within Visual arts 
and their relevance 
for community 
development.

• discuss personal 
preferences and 
aspirations within the 
Visual arts domains 
noting the influence of 
backgrounds.

crosscutting issues to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• communication skills.
• leadership skills.
• entrepreneurial skills.
• digital literacy-

information 
communication & 
technology (ict) skills.

• civic literacy.
• gender issues.
• socio-cultural and 

economic differences.
• team work.
• issues of sen (special 

education needs).

• demonstrate the ability 
to keep reflective record 
of relevant activities 
during their community 
walk session into the 
reflective journals

• record of relevant 
activities during their 
community walk session 
into the reflective 
journals
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Interrelatedness 
of Visual arts 
and Social 
Studies  

introduction 
1 hour
15 minutes

tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ revision of 
previous lesson on 
Understanding oneself 
and Family systems think-
pair-share.

tutor facilitates student 
teacher transition to the 
new lesson with the use 
of ‘know-want to know 
and learnt’ (Kwl).

student teachers think-pair-
share with their colleagues 
to revise their knowledge 
and understanding gained 
from previous lessons:
• understanding oneself 

and Family systems.
• links and connections 

between the individual, 
family, school and 
community.

• interrelatedness of 
technical skills and social 
studies. 

student teachers fill first 
two columns of know-want 
to know and learnt (kWl) 
form and share with class 
with respect to what they 
already know about the 
topic and what they want to 
learn from the lesson.

1. introduction 
to visual arts 
domains (their 
distinctiveness 
and 
interrelatedness 
and their 
importance in 
the community.

2 hour
35 minutes

• tutor facilitates the 
use of thought shower 
to enable student 
teachers list, describe 
and explain the 
domains of Visual arts 
(their distinctiveness 
and inter-relatedness).

• tutor guides student 
teachers through 
community walk 
session to discuss the 
importance of Visual 
arts in the community 
and in the school.

through use of thought 
shower student teachers 
list, describe and explain 
the Visual arts domains 
(their distinctiveness and 
interrelatedness):

 • Picture making
 • ceramics and pottery 
 • sculpture 
 • textiles
 • jewellery
 • leather works
 • graphic designs

Based on the observations 
made during community 
walks, student teachers 
discuss the importance of 
Visual arts in the community.

Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

2. the distinctiveness 
and inter-
relatedness 
between Visual arts 
and social studies.

3 hour
40 minutes

tutor uses community 
walk session to facilitate 
discussions on the 
distinctiveness and inter-
relatedness of Visual 
arts and social studies 
and their implications 
for teaching the basic 
school curriculum. (e.g., 
social studies seeks to 
identify and find lasting 
solutions to individual 
and societal problems 
such as unemployment, 
and poverty, while people 
in our communities also 
engage in Visual art-
related activities such as 
sculpture, graphic design, 
leather works, etc which 
are sources of employment 
and income generation.

• student teachers (i) 
engage in discussions 
in groups on 
distinctiveness and 
inter-relatedness 
between Visual arts 
and social studies 
and their implications 
for teaching the basic 
school curriculum using 
their observations, 
during the community 
walk sessions.

• student teachers share 
their respective group 
work with the rest of 
the class for comments 
and review.

3.  career 
opportunities and 
the contributions 
of Visual arts 
to community 
development.

4 hour
50 Minutes

• tutor invites resource 
person(s) (role models) 
in the community who 
have defied limitations 
and stereotyping in 
tVet to succeed in 
Visual art business 
(e.g., female mechanic, 
visually impaired 
mechanic artist/
software developer, 
male chef, etc) to discuss 
career opportunities 
and the contribution of 
Visual arts to community 
development.

• tutor guides student 
teachers to debrief the 
session to establish 
whether they (student 
teachers) found 
appropriate answers to 
their questions.

• student teachers in 
groups interact with 
the resource person(s) 
and discuss the 
career opportunities 
as well as the 
contributions of Visual 
arts to community 
development.

• student teachers take 
turns to share their 
group discussions with 
the class.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

4. Plans, preferences 
and aspirations of 
student teachers 
in Visual arts 
domains. 

20 minutes • tutor guides student 
teachers to discuss their 
plans, preferences and 
aspirations within the 
Visual arts domains 
through the use of 
think, pair, share 
technique. 

student teachers in pairs 
share their thoughts on 
their plans, preferences 
and aspirations within 
the Visual arts domains 
and discuss with the 
whole class. 

5.  record of relevant 
activities during 
their community 
walk session into 
the reflective 
journals.

10 minutes • tutor guides student 
teachers to record into 
the reflective journals 
relevant discoveries 
during their community 
walk session and how 
these will influence the 
delivery of the basic 
school curriculum.

student teachers to 
record into the reflective 
journals relevant 
discoveries during their 
community walk session 
and how these will 
influence the delivery 
of the basic school 
curriculum.

student teachers exhibit 
pictorial documentations 
from their community 
walk. 
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Lesson 
assessments - 
evaluation of 
learning: of, for and 
as learning within 
the lesson

Summary of assessment Methods

Component 1: Examination
assessment Type: assessment of learning.
Category of assessment: continuous assessment 1.
Maximum duration: 3 hours
students teachers are assessed by summative examination on:
• list of various subjects in visual arts and their relevance for community development
• discussions on the distinctiveness and interrelatedness of visual arts. 
• the links between visual arts and social studies.
• list of career opportunities in visual arts.
Learning Outcomes assessed: clo 1; clo 2; clo 3; nts Page 12 (a, b, c & f); page 14(k)
weighting (40%)

Component 2: Continuous assessment 2
• assessment type: assessment for and as learning.
• category of assessment: learning outcomes assessed:
 clo 2; clo 3; clo 4; nts Page 14 (b)
weighting (40%)

Component 3: Coursework 2
assessment Type: assessment for learning.
Category of assessment: student teachers assessed through application of lesson on: 
• Plans and aspirations based on new knowledge acquired and how it will be used as a 

connection to their new learning environment and course choices.
• reflective journal recordings.
Learning Outcomes assessed: clo 5; nts page 12 (a, b, c); 13 (c); 14 (b)
weighting (20%)

Teaching 
and Learning  
resources

• audio-visual equipment and video clips on interpersonal relationships and community 
layouts.

• pictures and posters of components of the community, community and school lay-
outs and interpersonal relationships.

• scanner and embosser sign language (resource person).
• internet facility, laptop computer/pcs.
• resource person.

required Text 
(core)

•    adams l. s. (2010). a history of western art. mcGraw-hill education; 5 edition, city 
university of new York.

additional reading 
List

Fiero g.k (2015) the humanistic tradition. the global Village of the twentieth century, 
7th edition. Brown and Benchmark.  wisconsin.
Grierson, e., & mansfield, j. (eds.). (2003). The arts in education: critical perspectives 
from aotearoa new Zealand.
Price, g.  (2005). navigating histories of understanding art. new Zealand. Waitakere.
jossey-Bass. & pearson, h. (2004). Truth beyond appearances: the art of nigel Brown. 
Whangaparaoa: interactive  
education ltd.

CPd Needs • see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social 
studies and technical, Vocational education and training.
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LESSON 5

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson Interrelatedness of agriculture and Social Studies Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

agriculture and social studies are related areas of study within the context of the growing 
multicultural setting of ghana. agriculture is important because individuals learning it acquire 
certain employability and entrepreneurial skills necessary for creating self-employment as 
one of the general aims of social studies. this is relevant to the socio-economic development 
of ghana. the lesson therefore presents an opportunity for the student teachers to explore 
the interrelatedness of social studies and agriculture and how to teach same at the basic 
school level.

team teaching is recommended for this lesson because of the integrated nature of these two 
subjects.

Previous 
student 
teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teacher are:
• Familiar with the role of farmers in community development.

Possible 
barriers to 
learning in the 
lesson

• Gender issues in the choice of career in agriculture: agriculture is a male dominated 
occupation. (Verify).

• Tutors of agriculture and social studies’ appreciation of teaching the course as an integrated 
curriculum.

• agriculture not being a vocation for sen student teachers.

Lesson delivery 
- chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-

face

 √  

Practical 

activity

 √  

work-Based 

Learning

Seminars

 √

Independent 

Study

 √

E-learning 

opportunities

 √  

Practicum

Lesson delivery 
– chosen 
to support 
students in 
achieving the 
outcomes

•   use interactive lecture to make brief presentation on introduction to agriculture.
•   use pre-video recordings from sources such as YouTube, Khan academy, coursera, udemy, 

Moocs to enable student teachers to demonstrate and discuss the distinctiveness and 
inter-relatedness of agriculture to social studies, or

•  use think pair share to help students to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 
the interconnectedness between agriculture and social studies and its implications for 
teaching the basic school curriculum.

•   use group discussion to get student teachers to discuss the strengths of agriculture being 
a vocation for people with sen, and make presentation to the rest of the class.
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• Purpose for the 
lesson, what you 
want the students 
to achieve, 
serves as basis 
for the learning 
outcomes. 
an expanded 
version of the 
description.

• write in full 
aspects of the 
NTS addressed 

the purpose of this lesson is to introduce student teachers to the distinctiveness/
interrelatedness of agriculture and social studies and the of the interrelatedness of 
these two subjects for teaching the basic school curriculum.  

• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification 

•   Learning 
indicators for 
each learning 
outcome  

Learning Outcomes: By 
the end of the lesson, 
the student teacher will 
be able to:

Learning Indicators Identify which cross 
cutting issues – core 
and transferable skills, 
equity and addressing 
diversity. how will these be 
addressed.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the branches and 
importance of 
agriculture.

• demonstrate basic 
knowledge of the 
uniqueness and 
interrelatedness 
of agriculture and 
social studies and 
its implications for 
teaching the basic 
school curriculum.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the strengths of 
agriculture as vocation 
for all including sen 
student teachers tVet 
domains, and social 
studies.

• explain the branches and 
importance of agriculture 
to national development. 

• discuss the distinctiveness 
and inter-relatedness 
of agriculture to social 
studies and implications 
of that to the teaching of 
social studies curriculum.

• role-play to demonstrate 
the interrelatedness of 
agriculture and social 
studies.

• describe the strengths of 
agriculture as vocation for 
all, including sen student 
teachers.

crosscutting issues to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• gender
• issues of sen (special 

education needs)
• leadership skills
• ict skills
• team work skills
• collaborative skills
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study

interrelatedness 
of agriculture 
and social 
studies

introduction 1 hour
10 minutes

• tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ revision of 
previous lesson on 
interrelatedness of 
agriculture and social 
studies.

• students answer 
questions and do brief 
discussions.

Branches and 
importance 
of agriculture 
to national 
development 

2 hour
60 minutes

• tutor uses interactive 
lecture to explain the 
branches and importance 
of agriculture to national 
development.

• tutor shows pre-
video recordings on 
distinctiveness and inter-
relatedness of agriculture 
to social studies to 
student teachers and lead 
a discussion of the video.

• student teachers 
listen, contribute to the 
discussion and write 
down important points.

• student teachers engage 
in discussions in groups 
on the distinctiveness 
and inter-relatedness 
of agriculture to social 
studies as shown in the 
video. student teachers 
share their respective 
group work with the rest 
of the class.

implications 
of the 
interrelatedness 
of agriculture and 
social studies for 
teaching the basic 
school curriculum

3 hour
50 minutes

• tutor facilitates the 
use of think pair share 
to help students 
demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding of 
the interconnectedness 
between agriculture 
and social studies and 
its implications for 
teaching the basic school 
curriculum.

• student teachers 
use think pair share 
to explain the 
interconnectedness 
between agriculture 
and social studies and 
its implications for 
teaching the basic school 
curriculum.

strengths of 
agriculture as a 
vocation for all

4 hour
60 minutes

• tutor guides student 
teachers to form groups 
and facilitates a discussion 
on the strengths of 
agriculture as a vocation 
for all, including sen 
student teachers.

• nB: Tutors are free to 
adapt the lesson to their 
own circumstances.

• tutor facilitates group 
discuss on how to 
teach the basic school 
integrated social 
studies and agriculture 
curriculum.

• in groups, student 
teachers discuss the 
strengths of agriculture 
being a vocation for all, 
including sen student 
teachers, and share 
their findings with other 
groups.

• in groups, student 
teachers discuss how 
to teach the basic 
school integrated social 
studies and agriculture 
curriculum.
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Lesson assessments 
– evaluation of 
learning: of, for and 
as learning within 
the lesson (link to 
Learning Outcomes)

In lesson assessment:
assessment Type: assessment for and as learning.
category of assessment:
• Group presentation on distinctiveness and inter-relatedness of agriculture to social 

studies.
Learning Outcomes assessed: clo 1 nts Page 14 (b). 
• Group presentation on strengths of agriculture as vocations for all, including sen 

student teachers clo 1 nts Page 14.

Teaching and 
Learning  resources

internet facility, laptop computer/Pcs.

required Text (core) • tamakloe, e. k., amedahe, F. k., & atta, e. t. (2005). Principles and methods of 
teaching (2nd ed.). accra: Black mask.

• upham, a. a. (2018). an introduction to agriculture. new delhi: forgotten Books 
limited. (reprint).

additional reading 
List

• anderson, m. l. & Taylor, h. f. (2004). sociology (3rded.). Belmont: wadsworth.

CPd Needs • see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social 
studies and technical, Vocational education and training.
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LESSON 6

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson Interrelatedness of home Economics and Social Studies Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

home economics and social studies are related areas of study within the context of the growing 
multicultural setting of ghana. the domain is important because individuals learning it acquire 
certain employability and entrepreneurial skills necessary for creating self-employment as 
one of the generals aims of social studies. this is relevant to the socio-economic development 
of ghana. the lesson therefore presents an opportunity for the student teachers to explore 
the interrelatedness of social studies and home economics and how to teach this at the basic 
school level.
team teaching is recommended for this lesson because of the integrated nature of these two 
subjects.

Previous 
student 
teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teachers are:
• aware of the role of home economics in keeping a healthy home and community and as 

well as avenue for employment creation.

Possible 
barriers to 
learning in the 
lesson

• Gender issues in the choice of careers in home economics: home economics is for females.
• Tutors of home economics and social studies’ appreciation of teaching the course as an 

integrated curriculum.
• home economics not being a vocation for sen student teachers.
• home economics as a programme/course of study is for ‘non-performing’ or ‘weak’ 

students.  

Lesson delivery 
- chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-

face

 √  

Practical 

activity

work-Based 

Learning

Seminars

 √

Independent 

Study

 √

E-learning 

opportunities

 √  

Practicum

Lesson delivery 
– main mode of 
delivery chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

• use interactive lecture to make brief presentation on introduction to home economics.
• use pre-video recordings from sources such as YouTube, Khan academy, coursera, udemy, 

Moocs to enable student teachers to demonstrate and discuss the distinctiveness and 
inter-relatedness of home economics and social studies.

• use think pair share to help students to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 
the interconnectedness between home economics and social studies and implications for 
teaching these at the basic school level.

• use group discussion to get student teachers to discuss the strengths of home economics 
being a vocation for sen student teachers, and make presentations in a seminar.
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• Purpose for the 
lesson, what you 
want the students 
to achieve, 
serves as basis 
for the learning 
outcomes. 
an expanded 
version of the 
description.

• write in full 
aspects of the 
NTS addressed 

the purpose of this lesson is to enable student teachers to appreciate the 
distinctiveness/interrelatedness of home economics and social studies and the 
implications of the interrelatedness of these two subjects for teaching the basic school 
curriculum.  

• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification 

• Learning 
indicators for 
each learning 
outcome  

Learning Outcomes: 
By the end of the 
lesson, the student 
teacher will be able 
to:

Learning Indicators developing and addressing 
Cross cutting issues - core 
and transferable skills, 
inclusivity, equity and 
diversity.

•   demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the branches and 
importance of 
home economics 
to national 
development.

•   demonstrate basic 
knowledge of the 
uniqueness and 
interrelatedness of 
home economics 
and social 
studies and their 
implications for 
teaching the basic 
school curriculum.

•   demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the strengths of 
home economics 
as vocation for 
all including sen 
student teachers.

• explain the branches of 
home economics.

• discuss the distinctiveness 
and inter-relatedness of 
home economics to social 
studies and their implications 
for the teaching of basic 
school curriculum.

• role-play to demonstrate the 
interrelatedness of home 
economics and social studies.

• explain ways in which home 
economics contributes to 
national development.

• describe the strengths 
of home economics as a 
vocation for all, including sen 
student teachers.

crosscutting issues to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• gender.
• issues of sen (special 

education needs).
• leadership skills.
• ict skills.
• team work skills.
• collaborative skills.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study

interrelatedness 
of agriculture, 
home 
economics and 
social studies

introduction 1 hour
10 minutes

• tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ revision of 
previous lesson on 
interrelatedness of 
agriculture and social 
studies.

• students answer 
questions and do brief 
discussions.

Branches and 
importance of 
home economics

2 hour
60 minutes

• tutor uses interactive 
lecture to explain the 
branches and importance 
of home economics.

or

• tutor shows recorded 
video on a scene that 
depicts inter-relatedness 
of home economics 
and social studies to 
student teachers and 
facilitates discussion on 
its implications for the 
teaching of the basic 
school curriculum.

• student teachers 
listen, contribute to the 
discussion and write 
down important points.

• student teachers engage 
in discussions in groups 
on the distinctiveness 
and inter-relatedness 
of home economics to 
social studies as shown 
in the video and its 
implications for teaching 
the integrated basic 
school curriculum. 

• student teachers share 
the respective group 
work with the rest of the 
class.

interconnectedness 
between home 
economics and 
social studies 

3 hour
50 minutes

• tutor uses think pair 
share to help students to 
demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding of 
the interconnectedness 
between home 
economics and social 
studies.

• student teachers 
use think pair share 
to explain the 
interconnectedness 
between home 
economics and social 
studies.

home economics as 
a vocation

4 hour
60 minutes

• tutor guides student 
teachers to form 
groups and facilitates 
a discussion on the 
strengths of home 
economics being a 
vocation for all including, 
sen student teachers.

• nB: Tutors are free to 
adapt the lesson to their 
own circumstances.

• in groups, student 
teachers discuss the 
strengths of home 
economics being a 
vocation for all, including 
sen student teachers, 
and share their findings 
with other groups.
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Lesson 
assessments 
– evaluation 
of learning: 
of, for and as 
learning within 
the lesson (link 
to Learning 
Outcomes)

In lesson assessment:
assessment Type: assessment for and as learning.
Category of assessment:
• Group presentation on distinctiveness and inter-relatedness of home economics to 

social studies.
Learning Outcomes assessed: clo 1 nts Page 14 (b). 
• Group presentation on strengths of home economics as vocations for all, including sen 

student teachers clo 1 nts Page 14 (b).

Teaching 
and Learning  
resources

internet facility, laptop computer/Pcs.

required Text 
(core)

•   stage, s. &vincenti, v. B. (2018). rethinking home economics: women and the history of 
a Profession cornell university Press.

additional 
reading List

•   Goldstein, carolyn m. (2012). creating consumers: home economists in Twentieth-
century america. chapel hill, nc: university of north carolina Press.

•   east, m. (1980).  home economics past, present and future.  Boston: allyn and Bacon inc.

CPd Needs see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social studies 
and technical, Vocational education and training.
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LESSON 7

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson Misconceptions about TVET in ghana Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

this lesson focuses on the misconceptions and stereotyping of tVet in ghana and their 
implications for the teaching of the subject at the early grade, upper primary and jhs. it is also 
intended to give student-teachers the opportunity to learn how teacher education in tVet 
can be used to address these misconceptions and stereotypes about tVet at the basic school 
level. the course also focuses on helping student-teachers to generate and sustain interest 
in the learning of tVet. again, the course is intended to equip the student teachers with the 
right attitudes that will help them generate and sustain the interests of their learners in tVet.

Previous 
student 
teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teacher are:
• Familiar with the tVet domains.
• conscious of their abilities.

Possible 
barriers to 
learning in the 
lesson

• peer influence.
• socio-cultural influence.

Lesson delivery 
- chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-

face

 √  

Practical 

activity

work-Based 

Learning

Seminars

 √

Independent 

Study

 √

E-learning 

opportunities

 √  

Practicum

Lesson delivery 
– main mode of 
delivery chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

• use pre-recorded videos to enable student teachers to identify and explain misconceptions 
and stereotyping in tVet.

• use a resource person who has defied the misconceptions and stereotyping to build a 
successful career in tVet and to enable student teachers to discuss how to overcome the 
misconceptions and deal with stereotypes in the community. 

• use thought shower to enable student teachers to describe their preferred tVet domain 
and the reason for such choices.

• use cooperative learning techniques (learning together Model) to enable student 
teachers to discuss, in groups, the role teachers can play to generate and sustain learners’ 
interest in tVet in our schools.
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• Purpose for the 
lesson, what you 
want the students 
to achieve, 
serves as basis 
for the learning 
outcomes. 
an expanded 
version of the 
description.

• write in full 
aspects of the 
NTS addressed 

The purpose of this lesson is to afford student-teachers the opportunity to examine the 
misconceptions and stereotyping of TveT in Ghanaian schools and how these affect the 
teaching and learning of the subject. in addition, the course is intended to help student-
teachers on one hand generate interest in the teaching of tVet at the basic school and 
on the other hand generate and sustain the interests of their learners in tVet.

include aspect of nts to be addressed.

• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification 

•   Learning 
indicators for 
each learning 
outcome

Learning Outcomes: 
By the end of the 
lesson, the student 
teacher will be able 
to:

Learning Indicators developing and 
addressing Cross 
cutting issues - core 
and transferable skills, 
inclusivity, equity and 
diversity.

• demonstrate 
ability to identify 
and explain 
misconceptions and 
stereotyping about 
tVet.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
how to address the 
misconceptions and 
stereotypes in the 
community about 
tVet. 

• demonstrate the 
ability to identify 
and explain their 
preferred tVet 
domains.

• demonstrate 
the ability to 
discuss the role 
teachers can play 
to generate and 
sustain learners’ 
interest in tVet in 
basic schools. 

• identify and explain 
misconceptions and 
stereotyping about tVet.

• discuss how to address 
the misconceptions and 
stereotypes about tVet in 
communities in ghana. 

• identify their preferred TveT 
domains and explain the 
reasons for such choices.

• discuss the role teachers can 
play to generate and sustain 
learners’ interests in TveT in 
basic schools.

crosscutting issues to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• gender, equity and 
inclusivity.

• socio-cultural and 
economic differences

• issues of sen (special 
education needs).

• team work/
collaboration.

• ict.
• Professional attitudes 

and values.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study.

Misconceptions 
about TVET in 
ghana

lesson 
introduction

1 hour
5 Minutes

• tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ revision of 
previous lessons on 
tVet domains and their 
importance.

• student teachers use 
thought shower to 
revise their knowledge 
and understanding on 
tVet domains and their 
importance.

Misconceptions 
and 
stereotyping of 
tVet

2 hour
10 Minutes

• tutor facilitates student 
teacher transition to the 
new lesson with the use of 
know-Want to know and 
learnt (kWl).

• tutor allows student 
teachers fill the first two 
columns of kWl form.

• tutor calls on them to share.
• nB: The l column, which is 

what they actually learned 
from the lesson can be filled 
after the lesson.

• student teachers fill 
first two columns of 
know-want to know and 
learnt (kWl) form and 
share with class with 
respect to what they 
already know about the 
topic and what they 
want to learn from the 
lesson. 

3 hour
45 Minutes

• tutor facilitates the use of 
pre-recorded videos form 
e.g., YouTube to enable 
student teachers to identify 
and explain misconceptions 
and stereotyping of tVet 
(https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=q9giY2cY3h8).

• With the use of pre-
recorded videos, 
student teachers 
identify and explain 
misconceptions and 
stereotyping in tVet.

addressing 
Misconceptions 
and stereotypes 
related to 
tVet in the 
community

4 hour
50 Minutes

• tutor invites a resource 
person (who has defied 
the misconceptions and 
stereotyping to build a 
successful career in tVet) 
to support student teachers’ 
learning on how to overcome 
the misconceptions and deal 
with stereotypes related to 
tVet in the community.

• student teachers 
discuss how to 
overcome the 
misconceptions and 
deal with stereotypes in 
the community.

• student teachers ask 
the resource person 
relevant questions to 
clarify issues.

choice of tVet 
domains

5 hour
35 minutes

• tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ use of thought 
shower to identify and 
explain their preferred tVet 
domains.

• With the use of thought 
shower, student 
teachers identify and 
explain their preferred 
tVet domains.

role of teachers 
in arousing 
and sustaining 
interest in 
teaching and 
learning of 
tVet

6 hour
35 minutes

• tutor guides student 
teachers to form groups and 
discuss the role teachers can 
play to generate and sustain 
learners’ interests in TveT in 
basic schools.

• nB: Tutor may need to 
remind students to complete 
the l part of the kWl form.

• in groups, student 
teachers discuss the 
role teachers can play 
to generate and sustain 
learners’ interests in 
tVet in our schools.
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Lesson 
assessments 
- evaluation 
of learning: 
of, for and 
as learning 
within the 
lesson

In Lesson assessment: assessment for and as Learning
• identify and explain in groups the misconceptions and stereotyping about tVet in ghana.
• observation of student teacher’s participation in class discussion on how to overcome the 

misconceptions and deal with stereotypes in the community.
• observation of student teacher’s participation in class discussion on the role teachers can 

play to generate and sustain learners’ interest in TveT in our schools.
Learning Outcomes assessed: clo 4; clo 3; clo 5; nts Page 12 (a, b, c & f); page 14 (k).

Teaching 
and Learning  
resources

• audio-visual equipment and Video clips on interpersonal relationships and community 
layouts.

• Pictures and posters of components of the community, community and school lay-outs and 
interpersonal relationships.

• Brailler, scanner and embosser sign language (resource person).
• internet facility, laptop computer/Pcs, smart phones and tablets.

required 
Text (core)

• anderson, m. l. & Taylor, h. f. (2004). sociology (3rded.). Belmont: wadsworth.
• awedoba, a. k. (2005). culture and development in africa. accra: historical society of ghana.

additional 
reading List

• tamakloe, e. k., amedahe, F. k., & atta, e. t. (2005). Principles and methods of teaching (2nd 
ed.). accra: Black mask.

• upham, a. a. (2018). an introduction to agriculture. new delhi: forgotten Books limited. 
(reprint).

CPd Needs • see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social studies and 
technical, Vocational education and training.
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LESSON 8

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson Picture reading and description Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

this lesson introduces student teachers to the concepts of core values and competencies and 
how these shape attitudes and behaviours of individuals. the lesson also provides opportunity 
for student-teachers to examine their values and competencies and how these influence 
their decisions to become teachers. it further exposes student-teachers to the roles of core 
values and competencies in community decision making and action. the lesson is intended to 
help student-teachers understand how they can use their knowledge in the core values and 
competencies in the teaching and learning of the basic school curriculum. 

Previous 
student 
teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teacher are:
Familiar with certain beliefs and principles they hold as individuals and can apply these in 
understanding the lesson.

Possible 
barriers to 
learning in the 
lesson

• the possibility of student-teachers ridiculing their colleagues in the process of the 
discussion on individual values and core competencies.

• conflict between individual values and group/community values.

Lesson delivery 
- chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-

face

 √  

Practical 

activity

work-Based 

Learning

Seminars

 √

Independent 

Study

 √

E-learning 

opportunities

 √  

Practicum

 √  

Lesson delivery 
– main mode of 
delivery chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

• thought shower.
• group discussion. 
• value clarification approach.
• outdoor pedagogy (community walks).
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• Purpose for the 
lesson, what you 
want the students 
to achieve, 
serves as basis 
for the learning 
outcomes. 
an expanded 
version of the 
description.

• write in full 
aspects of the 
NTS addressed 

the lesson is intended to provide opportunity for student-teachers to examine their 
values and competencies and how these influence their decisions to become teachers. 
it is also aimed at giving student-teachers the opportunity to learn how to use the core 
values and competencies in teaching the basic school curriculum. 

also, it is intended to introduce student teachers to the roles of core values and 
competencies in community decision making and action.

• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification 

•   Learning 
indicators for 
each learning 
outcome  

Learning Outcomes: By 
the end of the lesson, 
the student teacher 
will be able to:

Learning Indicators Identify which cross 
cutting issues – core 
and transferable skills, 
equity and addressing 
diversity and how these 
will be addressed.

•   demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the differences and 
similarities between 
core values and core 
competencies.

•   demonstrate the 
ability to analyse the 
relationship between 
core values and the 
development of 
individuals’ attitudes 
and behaviours. 

•   demonstrate the 
ability to examine 
the role of core 
competencies in 
informed decisions-
making and how 
this contributes to 
the development of 
communities.

•   demonstrate the 
ability to apply 
knowledge of 
core values and 
competencies in 
teaching the basic 
school curriculum.

• explain the similarities and 
differences between core 
values and core competencies 
of 21st century learning.

• describe different scenarios 
showing how core values 
have contributed to shaping 
attitudes and behaviours 
of some individuals in the 
community. 

• identify core values that 
have helped in shaping their 
attitudes and behaviours as 
individuals.

• identify and describe 
different scenarios showing 
how core competencies 
help in decision-making 
and contribution to the 
development of their 
communities.

• examine the implications 
of the knowledge and 
competencies in teaching. 

• explain how to use the core 
values and competencies in 
teaching the basic school 
curriculum.

in delivering this lesson, 
the tutor should ensure 
that gender equality, 
respect for diversity, and 
inclusivity are addressed, 
by giving opportunity 
to student-teachers to 
identify their values and 
competencies. 
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study

Core values, 
competencies 
and skills 
development

1. concepts 
of core 
Values and 
competencies 

1 hour
60 minutes

• tutor facilitates the use of 
thought shower to enable 
student teachers to describe 
and explain the concepts 
of core Values and core 
competencies.

• Tutor assigns differentiated 
tasks to student-teachers in 
groups on the differences 
and similarities between core 
values and core competencies.  

• student teachers use 
thought shower to 
explain the concepts 
of core values and core 
competencies.

• student-teachers, in 
groups, work on the 
differentiated task 
assigned them on 
the differences and 
similarities between 
core values and core 
competencies.

• groups share their 
findings with the class.

2.  the Place 
of core 
Values and 
competencies 
in the 
development 
of attitudes, 
and decision-
making 

2 hour
60 minutes

• tutor introduces student-
teachers to the Value 
clarification approach and 
guides them to use it to 
identify their personal values 
which have shaped their 
attitudes and behaviours 
including decision-making. 

• student-teachers use 
the value clarification 
approach to identify 
their personal values 
which have shaped 
their attitudes and 
behaviours including 
decision-making. 

3.  the Place 
of core 
Values and 
competencies 
in community 
action and 
development

4.  implications 
of the 
knowledge 
of core 
values and 
competencies 
to teaching

3 hour
60 minutes

• tutor/lecturer/Facilitator 
shows a short videoclip on 
community decision making 
and the values that inform 
those decisions.

• tutor/lecturer/Facilitator 
assigns student-teachers to 
do independent studies in 
their communities on how 
values influence community 
development decision 
making and actions (nB: 
the task should be given 
out to student-teachers 
to investigate prior to the 
lesson). 

• tutor uses questioning to 
facilitate discussion on the 
implications of the knowledge 
and competencies in teaching.

• tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ discussion on how 
to use the core values and 
competencies in teaching 
the basic school curriculum 
through school visits.

• student-teachers 
watch and discuss the 
video clip taking into 
consideration the values 
that inform community 
decision making.

• student-teachers 
through community 
walks do independent 
studies in their 
communities 
on how values 
influence community 
development decision 
making and actions and 
do oral presentation in 
class. 

• student teachers 
discuss implications 
of the knowledge 
and competencies in 
teaching.

• through discussion, 
student teachers 
explain how to use 
the core values and 
competencies in 
teaching the basic 
school curriculum.
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Lesson assessments 
– evaluation of 
learning: of, for and 
as learning within 
the lesson (link to 
Learning Outcomes)

Component 2: Continuous assessment 1
assessment Type: assessment for and as learning.
Category of assessment:
student teachers assessed through: 
• Group oral presentation on differences and similarities between core values and 

core competencies.
• Take-home assignment (independent study) on implications of the knowledge and 

competencies in teaching.
Learning Outcomes assessed:  clo 1; clo 2; clo 3; nts Page 14 (a, b, e, & f, 2c, e, f, 
i, k-n).

Teaching and Learning  
resources

resource person, video clip from YouTube.

required Text (core) t-tel teaching and learning material. theme 5: Professional development guide for 
tutors.

additional reading 
List 

adam, M., odumah, l. k., & ngaaso, c.k. (2018). skills, methods and techniques of 
teaching social studies. accra: Bm studios ltd (whitespace Gh).

CPd Needs see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social 
studies and technical, Vocational education and training.
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LESSON 9

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson TVET and Technology  Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

the lesson introduces student-teachers to the dynamic relationships between tVet and the 
development and use of technology. the lesson will also emphasise the development and use 
of indigenous technology and how to teach it the basic school level.

Previous 
student 
teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teacher are:
• Familiar with the indigenous technologies in their community.
• exposed to the contributions of tVet to social and economic development in the society. 
• the interrelationship between tVet and social studies.
• exposed to the different domains of TveT.

Possible 
barriers to 
learning in the 
lesson

Misconception about what technology means.

Lesson delivery 
- chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-
face

 √  

Practical 
activity

 √  

work-Based 
Learning

Seminars

 √

Independent 
Study

 √

E-learning 
opportunities

 √  

Practicum

 √  

Lesson delivery 
– main mode of 
delivery chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

• use work based learning to allow students to observe the use of technology at the 
workplace.

• use thought shower to enable student teachers to describe and explain who they are, 
places of birth and conditions and circumstances that have influenced their current state.

• use think, pair and share to enable students discuss their plans and aspirations. 
• use concept mapping to describe the links and connections between individual, the family 

as a system and family systems.
• use group discussion to get student teachers discuss their strengths and aspirations and 

use the information to connect to their new learning environment.

• Purpose for 
the lesson, 
what you 
want the 
students 
to achieve, 
serves as 
basis for 
the learning 
outcomes. 
an expanded 
version 
of the 
description.

• write in 
full aspects 
of the NTS 
addressed 

• the purpose of the lesson is to give student-teachers the opportunity to examine the 
relationships between tVet and technology and how to use this knowledge to teach at the 
basic school level.
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• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification 

•   Learning 
indicators for 
each learning 
outcome

Learning Outcomes: By 
the end of the lesson, 
the student teacher will 
be able to:

Learning Indicators developing and 
addressing Cross 
cutting issues - core 
and transferable skills, 
inclusivity, equity and 
diversity.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of the 
meaning of technology 
in different contexts. 

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
how technologies are 
developed and applied.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding on 
how to teach the 
relationships between 
tVet and technology 
at the basic school 
level.

• explain the meaning of 
technology in different 
contexts, that is the foreign 
and indigenous. 

• describe specific 
technologies and how they 
are applied in industry.

• identify indigenous 
technologies in the 
community and explain their 
uses.

• explain how their knowledge 
and understanding of the 
relationships between tVet 
and technology can be used 
to teach at the basic school 
level.

crosscutting issues to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• gender
• socio-cultural and 

economic differences
• issues of sen (special 

education needs)
• assessment strategies
• action research

transferable skills to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• Problem-solving skills
• Personal motivation
• team-work/

collaborative skills
• analytical skills
• critical thinking
• reflective creative and 

innovative skills
• inquiry.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study.

TVET and 
Technology   

introduction  1 hour
15 minutes

• tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ group presentation 
the take-home group 
assignment on how they 
can teach the contributions 
of tVet to national 
development.

• student-teachers 
present their take-home 
assignment.

tVet and 
Meaning of 
technology

2 hour
60 minutes

• tutor guides student 
teachers to use thought 
shower to identify and 
explain the meaning of 
technology in different 
contexts (foreign/western 
and indigenous). 

• student teachers, with 
the use of thought 
shower, identify and 
explain the meaning of 
technology in different 
contexts.

identification 
and application 
of technology

3 hour
60 minutes

• tutor shows video of 
e.g., indigenous and 
contemporary ways of 
preserving fish for student 
teachers to watch and 
observe the different 
technologies used and their 
application. 

• tutor puts student-teachers 
into small groups and tasks 
them to identify indigenous 
technologies in their 
communities and explain 
their uses.

• student teachers 
observe and take 
note of the different 
technologies and their 
applications.

• student teachers work 
in their assigned groups 
to identify indigenous 
technologies in their 
communities and explain 
their uses.

• student teachers share 
their findings from their 
respective groups with 
the rest of the class.

teaching the 
relationships 
between tVet 
and technology 

3 hour
45 minutes

• tutor guides student-
teachers to discuss in 
groups how they can 
apply knowledge and 
understanding of the 
relationships between tVet 
and technology in their 
teaching at the early grade, 
upper primary and jhs 
levels.

• in groups, student-
teachers discuss 
how they can apply 
knowledge and 
understanding of the 
relationships between 
tVet and technology 
in their teaching at the 
basic school level.
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Lesson assessments – 
evaluation of learning: 
of, for and as learning 
within the lesson

In Lesson assessment
student teachers present their group work on identification and use of indigenous 
technologies in their communities.   

Teaching and Learning  
resources

• audio-visual equipment and video clips on interpersonal relationships and 
community layouts.

• pictures and posters of components of the community, community and school  
lay-outs and interpersonal relationships.

• Brailler, scanner and embosser sign language (resource person). internet facility, 
laptop computer/Pcs.

required Text (core) •   upham, a. a. (2018). an introduction to agriculture. new delhi: forgotten Books 
limited. (reprint).

•   chinien, c. (2003). The use of icTs in Technical and vocational education 
and training: analytical survey. Moscow: unesco institute for information 
technologies in education.

additional reading 
List 

t-tel, handbook on supported teaching.

CPd Needs • see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social 
studies and technical, Vocational education and training.
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LESSON 10

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson writing reflections in student reflective Journals (srJ) from 
school visits 

Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

This lesson builds on the foundations of the preparation of srj presented by the sTs. it 
will provide students with the opportunity of learning how to record experiences during the 
school observation relating to the teaching and learning of tVet and its interconnectedness 
with social studies. 

Previous 
student teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teacher are:
• have done their school observation and have become familiar with the srj. 
• are familiar with the principles and content of the tVet and social studies manual.

Possible 
barriers to 
learning in the 
lesson

• some student teachers may still not be familiar with the principles and contents of the 
course.

• The tutors of the course may not be familiar with the format used in writing the srj. 

Lesson delivery 
- chosen to 
support student 
teachers in 
achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-
face

 √  

Practical 
activity

 √  

work-Based 
Learning

Seminars

 √

Independent 
Study

 √

E-learning 
opportunities

 √  

Practicum

 √  

Lesson delivery 
– main mode 
of delivery 
chosen to 
support student 
teachers in 
achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

• Work based learning: to allow student-teachers undertake observation, enquiry and/or 
hands-on activities how to write experiences in the srj.  

• Practicum (supported teaching in school): support to enable student teachers experience 
and learn from the basic school context by doing observations and child study and 
document them in the srj.

• Purpose for 
the lesson, 
what you 
want the 
students 
to achieve, 
serves as 
basis for 
the learning 
outcomes. 
an expanded 
version of the 
description.

• write in 
full aspects 
of the NTS 
addressed 

the purpose of the lesson is to help student teachers build on the foundations of the 
preparation of srj presented by the sTs. it also seeks to give student teachers the opportunity 
of learning how to record experiences during school observations relevant to the teaching 
and learning of tVet and its interconnectedness with social studies.
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• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification 

•   Learning 
indicators for 
each learning 
outcome

Learning Outcomes: 
By the end of the 
lesson, the student 
teacher will be able 
to:

Learning Indicators Identify which cross 
cutting issues - core 
and transferable skills, 
equity and addressing 
diversity. how will these be 
addressed.

•   use the ideas 
from their 
understanding, 
knowledge and 
application of 
the course in 
teaching and 
learning to record 
their experiences 
into the student 
reflective journals 
(srj) nTs 3h, 
ntecF pg. 45

• correctly complete all required 
section in the srj format. 

• share reflections on the 
completed format with peers.

crosscutting issues to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• gender, 
• socio-cultural and 

economic differences
• ict
• issues of sen (special 

education needs)

transferable skills to be 
addressed in the lesson:

• Problem-solving skills
• Personal motivation
• team-work/collaborative 

skills
• analytical skills
• critical thinking
• creative and innovative 

skills
• inquiry.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study.

writing 
reflections 
in Student 
reflective 
journals (Srj) 
from school 
visits

1. Principles in 
completing the 
srj 

1 hour
60 minutes

• tutor leads discussion, 
thought shower, question 
and answer to explain the 
principles of completing the 
srj.

• student teachers use 
discussion, thought 
shower, question and 
answer to appreciate 
the principles of 
completing the srj. 

2. individual/
group 
presentation on 
experiences

2 hour
120 minutes

• tutor guides student 
teachers to form groups, 
based on gender and 
mixed ability, to share their 
experiences as recorded in 
the srj. 

• student teachers 
engage in discussions 
based on groups 
formed and share their 
experiences. 

Lesson 
assessments – 
evaluation of 
learning: of, for 
and as learning 
within the lesson 
(link to Learning 
Outcomes)

In Lesson assessment
student teachers assessed through oral Presentation on experiences from school 
observations recorded in the srj.

Teaching 
and Learning  
resources

• audio-visual equipment and Video clips on interpersonal relationships and community 
layouts.

• Brailler, scanner and embosser sign language (resource person). internet facility, 
laptop computer/Pcs.

required Text 
(core)

• t-tel, handbook on supported teaching.

additional reading 
List 

CPd Needs • use of different pedagogical: - pdp Theme 1.
• use of ict in teaching - PdP theme 5.
• team teaching-PdP theme 4.
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LESSON 11

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson Entrepreneurship and Employability Skills Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

this lesson introduces student-teachers to the concepts of entrepreneurship and employability 
skills as key components of realising one’s career goals and aspirations. The lesson will also 
introduce student-teachers to how they can teach their early grade, upper primary and jhs 
pupils to realise their career goals or aspirations. emphasis will be placed on qualities of 
successful entrepreneurs and employability skills required not only to be successful in the job 
market but also to ensure sustainable independent career life.

Previous 
student 
teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teacher are: 
Familiar with the core values and competencies needed for decision making and can apply 
these in understanding the lesson.

Possible 
barriers to 
learning in the 
lesson

• Misconceptions about entrepreneurship.
• Perceptions of student-teachers not regarding learning of entrepreneurship and 

employability skills as important to their lives.
• inadequate knowledge of the employability skills required of them as people who seek 

jobs from employers.   
• The possibility of student-teachers facing the difficulty of: 

• appreciating the processes of setting up businesses of their own. 
• Making critical decision on the kinds of business to set up. 

Lesson delivery 
- chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-
face

 √  

Practical 
activity

work-Based 
Learning

Seminars Independent 
Study

E-learning 
opportunities

Practicum

Lesson delivery 
– main mode of 
delivery chosen 
to support 
student 
teachers in 
achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

• thought shower.
• group discussion.
• resource person.
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• Purpose for the 
lesson, what you 
want the students 
to achieve, 
serves as basis 
for the learning 
outcomes. 
an expanded 
version of the 
description.

• write in full 
aspects of the 
NTS addressed 

this lesson is intended to introduce student-teachers to the concepts of entrepreneurship 
and employability skills and how they constitute key components of realising one’s career 
goals and aspirations. additionally, the lesson aims at introducing student-teachers 
to ways of teaching their learners to realise their career goals or aspiration in future. 
lastly, the lesson is intended to help student-teachers examine qualities of successful 
entrepreneurs and employability skills required of them not only to be successful in the 
job market but also to ensure sustainable independent career life.

• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification 

•   Learning 
indicators for 
each learning 
outcome  

Learning Outcomes: By 
the end of the lesson, 
the student teacher will 
be able to:

Learning Indicators Identify which cross 
cutting issues – core and 
transferable skills, equity 
and addressing diversity 
and how these will be 
addressed.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the similarities and 
differences between 
entrepreneurship and 
employability skills.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the principles of 
entrepreneurship, 
qualities of an 
entrepreneur and 
common employability 
skills the individual is 
expected to possess. 

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the relevance of 
entrepreneurship and 
employability skills 
in tVet and social 
studies.  

• demonstrate the 
ability to analyse the 
various components of 
employability skills and 
apply them in teaching 
the basic school 
curriculum. 

• explain the similarities 
and differences between 
entrepreneurship and 
employability skills.

• explain the principles of 
entrepreneurship, and 
qualities of an entrepreneur. 

• identify common 
employability skills 
individuals are expected to 
possess. 

• discuss the relevance of 
entrepreneurship and 
employability skills in tVet. 

• discuss the relevance of 
entrepreneurship and 
employability skills in social 
studies.

• identify and explain 
the components of 
employability skills.

• examine the characteristics 
of each component of 
employability skills.

• explain how to teach 
the components of 
entrepreneurship and 
employability skills at the 
early grade, upper primary 
and jhs levels.

in delivering this lesson, 
the tutor should ensure 
that gender equality, 
respect for diversity, and 
inclusivity are addressed, 
by giving opportunity 
to student-teachers to 
identify their values and 
competencies.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study.

Entrepreneurship 
and 
Employability 
Skills

similarities and 
differences 
between 
entrepreneurship 
and employability 
skills

1 hour
30 minutes

• tutor facilitates the use 
of thought shower to 
enable student-teachers 
to explain the concepts 
of entrepreneurship and 
employability skills.

• tutor asks student-
teachers to search from 
the internet and to confirm 
the meaning of the 
concepts discussed above 
using their cell phones.

• Tutor uses differentiated 
tasks grouping to enable 
student-teachers to 
discuss the similarities 
and differences between 
entrepreneurship and 
employability skills.  

• student teachers use 
thought shower to 
explain the concepts of 
entrepreneurship.

• student-teachers 
search from the 
internet and to confirm 
the meaning of the 
concepts discussed 
above using their cell 
phones.

• student-teachers 
in differentiated 
tasks groups discuss 
the similarities and 
differences between 
entrepreneurship and 
employability skills.  

Principles of 
entrepreneurship, 
qualities of an 
entrepreneur 
and common 
employability 
skills

2 hour
50 minutes

• Facilitator invites 
a resource person 
(entrepreneur) to talk 
on the principles of 
entrepreneurship, qualities 
of an entrepreneur and 
common employability 
skills employers look for in 
employees. 

• in groups of 3-4, use the 
taboo game technique to 
enable student-teachers 
to identify the principles 
of entrepreneurship, 
qualities of an 
entrepreneur and common 
employability skills.

• nB: student teachers 
should be encouraged to 
think outside the box since 
it is intended to help them 
develop their creative and 
imaginative thinking skills.

• For more details on the 
use of this game, refer 
to curriculum writing 
specification.

• student-teachers listen 
attentively to the 
resource person and 
take notes .

• student-teachers in 
groups of 3/4 identify 
the principles of 
entrepreneurship, 
qualities of an 
entrepreneur and 
common employability 
skills individuals 
should possess. 
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

relevance of 
entrepreneurship 
and employability 
skills in tVet and 
social studies

3 hour
50 minutes

• use Panel discussion to 
afford student-teachers 
the opportunity to 
analyse the relevance of 
entrepreneurship and 
employability skills in the 
context of their areas of 
specialisation. 

• nB: This should be in 
conversational form 
among a selected group 
of student-teachers (4-8 
members to form a panel) 
with a moderator. the 
problem for discussion in 
class is introduced to the 
groups by the moderator 
to prepare before they 
make presentations to the 
whole class later.

• nB: for further details 
on the use of the panel 
discussion, refer to the 
B.ed. curriculum for coes. 

• in the Panel discussion, 
student teachers 
analyse the relevance 
of entrepreneurship 
and employability skills 
in the context of their 
areas of specialization 
(e.g., early grade, 
upper primary and jhs 
pupils).

components of 
employability 
skills and their 
characteristics 

4 hour
50 minutes

• Facilitator uses concept 
map technique to guide 
student-teachers to 
identify and explain 
the components of 
employability skills and 
in groups discuss the 
characteristics of each 
component. 

• tutor guides student-
teachers in group 
discussion to explain 
how they can teach 
the components of 
entrepreneurship and 
employability skills at the 
basic school level.

• student-teachers 
identify the 
components of 
employability skills and 
use them to develop a 
concept map. discuss 
the characteristics of 
each component.

• in groups, student-
teachers discuss the 
characteristics of the 
respective components 
of employability skills. 

• student-teachers 
explain how they can 
teach the components 
of entrepreneurship 
and employability skills 
at the basic school 
level.
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Lesson assessments 
– evaluation of 
learning: of, for and 
as learning within 
the lesson

Component 2: Continuous assessment 1
assessment Type: assessment for, as and of learning.
Category of assessment:
student teachers assessed through: 
• a 20 minutes quiz at the end of the lesson covering all the learning outcomes. 
• self-assessment at various stages of the lesson.
• The use of observation scales and award marks to groups during discussion. 

Learning Outcomes assessed: clo 1; clo 2; clo 3, clo 4; nts Page 14 (a, b, e, & f, 2c, 
e, f and i, k-n).

Teaching and 
Learning  resources

resource Person, cell phone, manila cards.

required Text (core) • america institute for research (2016). integrating employability skills: a framework 
for all educators. Washington dc: air (available online).

• poatob, s. (2017). entrepreneurship: a guide for beginners (2nd ed.). accra: Baggie 
technologies.

additional reading 
List 

• adam, M., odumah, l. k., & ngaaso, c.k. (2018). skills, methods and techniques of 
teaching social studies. accra: Bm studios ltd (whitespace Gh).

• Fry, h., ketteridge, s., & Marshall, s. (eds.). (2009). a handbook for teaching and 
learning in higher education enhancing academic Practice (pp 99-198) (3rd ed.). 
new York & london: routledge, Taylor & francis.

Lesson Policy

CPd Needs • see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social 
studies and technical, Vocational education and training.
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LESSON 12

duPLICaTE ThE PLaNNEr FOr EaCh LESSON

Plans for each lesson in the semester.
the following format should be completed for each lesson in the semester.

Year of B.Ed. leVel 100 Semester 1 Place of lesson in semester 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Title of Lesson Contributions of TVET to Social and Economic develop-
ment of Communities 

Lesson 
duration

3 hours

Lesson 
description

the lesson examines the contributions of tVet to the social and economic development 
of communities.  it will also assist student teachers to appreciate the different social 
and economic issues that TveT helps to address that benefit the development of 
communities. it also affords student-teachers the opportunity to examine how they 
can teach their learners to appreciate the contributions of tVet to the development of 
communities.

Previous 
student teacher 
knowledge, 
prior learning 
(assumed)

Student Teachers are:
• Familiar with the interconnectedness between tVet and social studies.
• exposed to the different domains of TveT.
• Familiar with the preparation of concept map in demonstrating linkages among related 

parts of an issue.

Possible barriers 
to learning in the 
lesson

• the misconceptions about tVet.
• student teachers do not have knowledge about the key issues that impact on the social 

and economic situation in communities to which tVet can address.  

Lesson delivery - 
chosen to support 
student teachers 
in achieving the 
outcomes

Face-to-face

 √  

Practical 
activity

work-Based 
learning

seminars independent 
study

e-learning 
opportunities

Practicum

Lesson delivery 
– main mode of 
delivery chosen 
to support 
student teachers 
in achieving 
the learning 
outcomes.

• use community walks to identify the different careers and the interplay of the various 
tVet domains and the interconnectedness with the society. 

• use thought shower to enable student teachers to describe and explain who they are, 
places of birth and conditions and circumstances that have influenced their current state.

• use think, pair and share to enable students to discuss their plans and aspirations. 
• use concept mapping to describe the links and connections between individual, the 

family as a system and family systems.
• use group discussion to get student teachers discuss their strengths and aspirations and 

use the information to connect to their new learning environment.

Purpose for the 
lesson, what you 
want the students 
to achieve, 
serves as basis 
for the learning 
outcomes. 
an expanded 
version of the 
description.
write in full 
aspects of the 
NTS addressed 

• the purpose of this lesson is to enable student-teachers to appreciate the contributions of 
tVet to the development of communities and how they can teach learners to appreciate 
the contributions of tVet to their personal, community and national development. 
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• Learning 
Outcome for the 
lesson, picked 
and developed 
from the course 
specification 

•   Learning 
indicators for 
each learning 
outcome

Learning Outcomes: 
By the end of the 
lesson, the student 
teacher will be able 
to:

Learning Indicators Identify which cross 
cutting issues – core and 
transferable skills, equity 
and addressing diversity. 
how will these be addressed.

• demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
different social and 
economic issues 
by explaining how 
tVet helps to 
address them in the 
community. 

• explain the social and 
economic issues that tVet 
helps to address in the 
community.  

• create a concept map of 
the connections that show 
how tVet contributes 
to development of 
communities.

crosscutting issues to be 
addressed in the lesson:

 • gender. 
 • socio-cultural and economic 

differences
 • issues of sen (special 

education needs)
 • assessment strategies. 
 • action research.

transferable skills to 
addressed in the lesson:

 • Problem-solving skills.
 • Personal motivation.
 • team-work/collaborative 

skills.
 • analytical skills.
 • critical thinking.
 • reflection.
 • creative and innovative 

skills.
 • inquiry.
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

Teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes: depending on delivery mode selected. Teacher led, 
collaborative group work or independent study.

Contribution of 
TVET to Social 
and Economic 
development of 
Communities 

introduction: 1 hour
5 minutes

tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ revision of previous 
lesson on:
• understanding oneself and 

Family systems.
• links and connections 

between the individual, 
family and community.

• domains of tVet.

tutor facilitates student 
teachers’ transition to the 
new lesson with the use of 
know-Want to know and 
learnt (kWl).

tutor allows student teachers 
to fill the first two columns of 
kWl form.

tutor calls on them to share 
what they want to learn 
about the topic.
 
(nB: The l column, which is 
what the student teachers 
actually learned from the 
lesson, can be filled after the 
lesson).

• student teachers use 
thought shower to 
revise their knowledge 
and understanding 
gained from 
Understanding oneself 
and Family systems; 
Links and connections 
between the individual, 
family and community 
and the Domains of 
TVET.

• student teachers fill 
first two columns of 
know-want to know 
and learnt (kWl) form 
and share to class with 
respect to what they 
already know about 
the topic and what 
they want to learn 
from the lesson.

tVet and 
social issues in 
communities

2 hour
60 minutes

tutor leads student teachers 
to undertake school visits and 
community walk observing 
impacts of tVet on the 
following social issues: 

• Poverty alleviation
• crime reduction
• social cohesion
• improved health and 

sanitation of the citizenry

student teachers
• engage in discussions 

in groups on 
contributions of tVet 
to the identified social 
issues. 

• share their respective 
group work with the 
rest of the class

contributions 
of tVet socio-
economic 
development of 
ghana

3 hour
60 minutes

tutor facilitates group 
discussion among student 
teachers on how tVet 
contributes to addressing the 
following economic issues:

• employment generation 
(self/wage)

• growth of gross domestic 
Product (gdP)

• profitability and 
productivity 

• Facilitation of sustainable 
use of resources 

• Prevention of 
environmental degradation 

• Food security

• student teachers in 
groups discuss the 
contribution of tVet to 
addressing economic 
issues in the society. 

• student teachers share 
views of respective 
groups in class
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Topic Title Sub-Topic: Stage/ 
time

Teacher activity Student activity

how to teach the 
contributions of 
tVet to national
development at 
the Basic school 

1 hour
5 minutes

• tutors to give student-
teachers a take-home 
assignment to discuss in 
groups how they (student-
teachers) can teach the 
contributions of tVet to 
individual, community and 
national development. 

• student-teachers do 
group presentation 
on how they (student-
teachers) can teach 
the contributions of 
tVet to individual, 
community and 
national development.

Lesson assessments 
- evaluation of 
learning: of, for and 
as learning within the 
lesson

In Lesson assessment
• student teachers use concept mapping to show the links and contributions of tVet 

to the social and economic issues of the community.

Teaching and Learning  
resources 

• audio-visual equipment and video clips on interpersonal relationships and 
community layouts.

• pictures and posters of components of the community, community and school  
lay-outs and interpersonal relationships.

• Brailler, scanner and embosser sign language (resource person). internet facility, 
laptop computer/Pcs.

required Text (core) • tamakloe, e. k., amedahe, F. k., & atta, e. t. (2005). Principles and methods of 
teaching (2nd ed.). accra: Black mask.

• upham, a. a. (2018). an introduction to agriculture. new delhi: forgotten Books 
limited. (reprint).

additional reading 
List 

• anderson, m. l. & Taylor, h. f. (2004). sociology (3rded.). Belmont: wadsworth.
• awedoba, a. k. (2005). culture and development in africa. accra: historical society 

of ghana.
• Banks, j. a. (1990). Teaching strategies for the social studies: inquiry, valuing and 

decision-making. new York: longman.

CPd Needs • see pd material on Teaching Year 1 semester 1 course on foundations of social 
studies and technical, Vocational education and training.
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